The non-diaphragm method provides a substantial benefit at the connection of CHS-column to stepwise H-beams in terms of simplifying the details as well as reducing the welds in comparison with the ordinary through-diaphragm method. The elastic and plastic behaviors of such a non-diaphragm connection are numerically investigated focusing on the local out-of-plane distortion of the cylindrical wall at the connection. Major findings are as following. The yield, plastic, and ultimate bending strengths are little influenced by the difference in depths of H-beams on either side of the CHS-column, and the previously proposed strength formulae are still valid without any modification. The elastic rotational stiffness, however, is moderately influenced by the step of the beams, which necessitates incorporating the depth difference into the previously proposed stiffness formula. The advanced stiffness formula demonstrates a satisfactory accuracy in predicting the stiffness of such a connection to stepwise H-beams. Non-diaphragm, CHS-column, Beam-to-column connection, Stepwise H-beam 
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2.1 The non-diaphragm method provides a substantial benefit at the connection of CHS-column to stepwise H-beams in terms of simplifying the details as well as reducing the welds in comparison with the ordinary through-diaphragm method. The elastic and plastic behaviors of such a non-diaphragm connection are numerically investigated focusing on the local out-of-plane distortion of the cylindrical wall at the connection. Major findings are as following. The yield, plastic, and ultimate bending strengths are little influenced by the difference in depths of H-beams on either side of the CHS-column, and the previously proposed strength formulae are still valid without any modification. The elastic rotational stiffness, however, is moderately influenced by the step of the beams, which necessitates incorporating the depth difference into the previously proposed stiffness formula. The advanced stiffness formula demonstrates a satisfactory accuracy in predicting the stiffness of such a connection to stepwise H-beams.
Fig.1 Non-diaphragm CHS-column to stepwise H-beam
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(1) PL-type loading H (heat-treated) 
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CQUa (1) CQUb (1) HQUa (1) HQUb (1) CQUa (2) CQUb (2) HQUa ( The non-diaphragm method provides a substantial benefit at the connection of CHS-column to stepwise H-beams in terms of simplifying the details as well as reducing the welds in comparison with the ordinary through-diaphragm method. The elastic and plastic behaviors of such a non-diaphragm connection are numerically investigated focusing on the local out-of-plane distortion of the cylindrical wall at the connection. This subject has not been studied in the past.
The structural models analyzed in this study are uniform CHS-column and partially thickened CHS-column as shown in Fig.1 . The loading conditions are four types illustrated in Fig.2 , in which vertical upward and downward loading types, PL and PU (generically named P), are associated with a couple of opposite-directional bending moments, while horizontal leftward and rightward loading types, QL and QU (generically named Q), are with a couple of same-directional bending moments. The stress-strain curves employed in numerical analysis are of cold-formed CHS and heat-treated CHS as shown in Fig.3 . The sample conditions are summarized in Table 1 . In order to extract the local out-of-plane deformation of the non-diaphragm connection of the CHS wall, the shear angle and the nodal rotation of the panel zone are subtracted from the total rotation of the joint as shown in Fig.4 .
The results of FEM analysis, in terms of yield, plastic, and maximum bending strengths, and elastic rotational stiffness are summarized in Table 2 . Typical failure patterns are demonstrated in Fig.5 , and their moment vs.
rotation curves for the joint of the larger depth (left joint) and the joint of smaller depth (right joint) are drawn in To investigate the effect of the step of beam, strength and stiffness properties between non-step and step cases are compared. The comparative pairs are illustrated in Fig.8 , and the rates of properties of the stepwise to the non-stepwise are plotted in Fig.9 . It is observed that the effect of step is little for strengths, while moderate for stiffness for all types of loadings.
Furthermore, to investigate the effect of loading condition with respect to the direction of the pair of joint moments, the joint properties for loading types P and Q are compared in the way of Fig.10 . The rates of joint properties of Q to P are plotted in Fig. 11 and Fig.12 for non-step beams and stepwise beams, respectively. It is observed in both figures that the differences in strengths between P and Q are small enough, while the elastic stiffness for Q is much higher than that for P.
From the above observations it is understood that the previously proposed strength formulae for non-stepwise and loading type P are applicable without any modification to the stepwise as well as the loading type Q, while the former stiffness formula should be advanced to incorporate the beam's step and the direction of a pair of joint moments.
The related elastic analysis, which is based on the linear matrix method as shown in Fig.13 , is detailed in the appendix, and the advanced formula for stiffness evaluation resulted in Eq.(6).
The predicted values of yield, plastic, and maximum strengths and elastic stiffness are compared with the exact solutions by FEA in Fig. 14. It is observed that the advanced stiffness formula as well as former strength formulae provides a satisfactory accuracy in predicting the strengths and stiffness of the non-diaphragm CHS connection to stepwise H-beams even for vertical as well as horizontal loading. 
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